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Adding the suffix ‘–ly’ when the root word ends in ‘-le’ then the ‘-le’ is changed to ‘-ly.’

Introduction When adding the suffix ‘ly’ to root words that end in ‘le’ then the ‘e’ 

is dropped and ‘y’ added. (gentle/gently)

Main 

Teaching 

Activity 

Show children the power point slides and ask them to look at the 

root word, apply the rule to add ‘ly’ to it and hold up their 

whiteboard with the new word on.

Discuss each word and address any misconceptions.

Independent 

Activity

Put the next slide up and ask children to look at the paragraph. There 

are lots of mistakes in it to do with adding ‘ly’, can they spot 8 

mistakes and rewrite the paragraph to make it correct?

If children need more support then you can get them to come up 

and circle the mistakes. (Tip: all of the mistakes are to do with ‘ly’ 

words).

Spellings

gently

simply

humbly

nobly

durably

terribly

incredibly

responsibly

wrinkly

possibly



Add ‘ly’ to this word using the spelling rule we have 
learnt today:

gentle

• -e      then    +y

• gently



Add ‘ly’ to this word using the spelling rule we have 
learnt today:

simple

• -e      then    +y

• simply



Add ‘ly’ to this word using the spelling rule we have 
learnt today:

possible

• -e      then    +y

• possibly



Add ‘ly’ to this word using the spelling rule we have 
learnt today:

wrinkle

• -e      then    +y

• wrinkly



Add ‘ly’ to this word using the spelling rule we have 
learnt today:

incredible

• -e      then    +y

• incredibly



Look for the errors in Jacob’s homework below, can 
you rewrite the paragraph correctly? 

There are 8 mistakes.

• Yesterday I had what was, possibely, the best day of my life! I was incredibely excited 
because we were going to the theme park. The first ride started very gentely but then 
it went so fast that I became terribely scared and screamed all the way round!

• For lunch we all sat comfortabely on a big bench, the food was very tasty. Afterwards I 
asked if it we could go on more rides. We went on a water ride and got so wet our 
fingers became wrinkley. 

• After 3 hours mum said we simpley had to go home as we 
were going to be late. I was happy to leave as I was feeling 
incredibely tired after my amazing day, I fell asleep in the 
car straight away!



Look for the errors in Jacob’s homework below, can 
you rewrite the paragraph correctly? 

There are 8 mistakes.

• Yesterday I had what was, possibely, the best day of my life! I was incredibely excited 
because we were going to the theme park. The first ride started very gentely but then 
it went so fast that I became terribely scared and screamed all the way round!

• For lunch we all sat comfortabely on a big bench, the food was very tasty. Afterwards I 
asked if it we could go on more rides. We went on a water ride and got so wet our 
fingers became wrinkley. 

• After 3 hours mum said we simpley had to go home as we 
were going to be late. I was happy to leave as I was feeling 
incredibely tired after my amazing day, I fell asleep in the 
car straight away!

Answers: 



Spellings 1st Attempt 2nd Attempt 3rd Attempt 4th Attempt 5th Attempt

gently

simply

humbly

nobly

durably

terribly

incredibly

responsibly

wrinkly

possibly
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Root Word New Word

gentle + ly = gently

simply

humbly

nobly

durably

terribly

incredibly

responsibly

wrinkly

possibly

Can you use your 

spellings to work 

out what the root 

word is? 

Copy and 

complete the grid.



Spellings

gently

simply

humbly

nobly

durably

terribly

incredibly
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Stage: 3 Adding the suffix ‘–ly’ when the root word ends in ‘-le’ then the ‘-le’ is changed to ‘-ly.’

Answers: List: 21

Root Word New Word

gentle + ly = gently

simple simply

humble humbly

noble nobly

durable durably

terrible terribly

incredible incredibly

responsible responsibly

wrinkle wrinkly

possible possibly

Can you use your 

spellings to work 

out what the root 

word is? 

Copy and 

complete the grid.


